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Abstract 
Beckermann, B., A reliable method for computing M-Pad6 approximants on arbitrary staircases, Journal of 
Computational and Applied Mathematics 40 (1992) 19-42. 
The M-Pad6 approximation problem is defined which contains as a special case the Hermite-Pad6 approxima- 
tion as well as the Newton-Pad6 approximation. Different well-known methods for computing M-Pad6 
approximations are studied, they are based on a normal solution table. It is shown that the concept of one of 
them - computing bases of sets induced by interpolation conditions - can be generalized to the singular 
case. A characterization of special bases leads to a representation of the h%PadC solution set like in 
Beckermann (this journal, 19901; a simple, efficient and reliable method for computing such bases by so-called 
transfer matrices is derived. Finally, examples of Hermite-Pad6 and Newton-Pad6 approximation are given. 
The connection to other well-known reliable algorithms for rationai interpolation is discussed. 
Keywords: M-Pad6 approximation, Hermite-Pad6 approximation, 
solution table, perfect systems, transfer matrices, reliable algorithm. 
Newton-Pad6 approximation, singular 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper we will assume that m is an integer with m 2 2, (2,) is a sequence of 
not necessarily distinct complex numbers called knots and that F = ( fl, . . . , f,)’ is an m-tuple 
of functions f, : @ + @ satisfying the necessary continuity properties. 
An M-Pad6 approximant of type n = ( nl,. . . , n,) is a tuple P = (P,, . . . , Pm> of polynomials 
Pr having degrees bounded by the n, such that the residual P - F = P, fl + - - - +P,, fin has the 
zeros zo7 zl,. . . , zN_ 1, N = rzl + - l l +n, + m - 1, counting multiplicities. 
The M-Pad6 approximation problem was first investigated by Mahler [13] (Latin polynomials, 
cf. also i?,l1,12]). It includes many classical interpolation problems like Hermite-Pad6 approxi- 
mation (zy = 0) and rational approximation in the sense of Newton-Pad6 (m = 2, F = 
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(1, -fjr). As another special case, for m = 3, z, = 0, F = <f*, f, ljT, we obtain Shafer’s 
quadratic approximants 1161 (cf. [2] for further examples). 
In most applications one is interested in sequences of M-Pad6 approximants, i.e., M-Pad6 
solutions Pk of type nk, k=O, l,=.., where for each k the integer tuple nk+, differs from nk 
by increasing or decreasing some components by one. The aim of this paper is to give a reliable 
method of computing M-Pad& approximants on such staircases (nk)’ As defined in [9, p.361, 
reliable algorithms provide solutions for soluble problems and recognize and reject insoluble 
problems, assuming exact arithmetic is available. It will be shown that our method yields a 
representation of all M-Pad& solutions of a given type as described in [4, Corollary 4.21. The 
only assumption on (F, (z,)) to be made is 
for all v E N, there exists an I such that fr( z,) # 0. (1) 
For Hermite-Pad6 approximation, (1) reduces to f,(O) # 0 for at least one I E { 1, . . . , m}. We 
will show in Lemma 3.1 that (1) is a rather natural restriction. 
In order to obtain a more compact form of the M-Pad6 approximation problem, the 
following quantities are introduced. Let 9 be the ring of polynomials and pm be the 
9-module of polynomial m-tuples. We q-se the standard multi-index terminology: an m-tuple 
n E @i, U ( - 1))” is called a multi-index. For two multi-indices ra, n’, the relation n Q n’ and 
the operation n + n’ are defined by components. In addition, let 
Ilnll:=(n,+l)+ -- +(n,+l), 
e(r) := (0,. ..,O, LO,. . . ,O) (Ith unit vector), e := (1 ,...,l). 
In the sequel, we will denote elements of 9” as well as multi-indices in bold face letters, they 
are both row VeCtOrS, e.g., Pk Egrn means the polynomial row vector with Zth component Pk,[, 
I= l,...,m. 
Definitim 1.1 (&gr cc, defect, residual, order). Let F t9”, II be a multi-index. The degree of P 
is defined by components: 
deg P:=(deg P,,...,deg Pm) 
(the zero polynomial has degree -00). The defect of P with respect to n is strongly related to 
the r-degree (cf. [IS]) 
dct,( P) := mp{n,+ l-deg P,). 
For v E kJ, let P[v] be the vth coefficient of the Newton-series of the residual P l F: 
P[~]:=jz,,...,z,](P*F)=[zO ,..., zy] 
The order ord P is defined by ord P = v iff P[O] = - - - = P[v - l] = 0 and P[v] f 0, i.e., the 
residual has the zeros zO, . . . . z, _ 1_ but not z, (counting multiplicities). In addition, if P[Y] = 0 
for all v E N,, then ord P := 00. 
Definition 1.2 (solution set). For v E N,, n multi-index, n # ( - 1,. . . , - 11, let 
Y”:=- (Pc?~: ord Pa Y), 
gJ:= [P-yIn,,_l: deg P<n) = (PE~,,.,,_~: dct,(P) 2 1). 
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In view of the Leibniz rule, 9” is a 9-submodule of grn. Moreover, by considering the 
corresponding system of linear homogeneous equations, it is easy to conclude that 9m is a 
C-subspace of 9” being at least one-dimensional. Therefore the M-Pad6 approximation 
problem [3,4,12] of type n which now takes the form 
find a nontrivial element of 9n 
always has a solution. We will arrange the solution sets 9, over n in the m-dimensional 
M-Pad& table. The case of nonuniqueness is discussed in the following example. 
Example 1.3 (quadratic approximation). Let us approximate the 
equation 
( z2 - 1)f” + 2zf + cos( z3) = 0, 
i.e., suppose that the first terms of the Taylor series of the solution 
solution of the algebraic 
Z- 
f( 1 
2 + (1 -z2) cos(z3) -cos( z3) 
Z = = 
l-z2 2+ (1 -z’) cos(z3) 
are given. Let m = 3, F= <f 2, f, l,T, z,= 0, then f is approximated by a solution Y of the 
quadratic equation P,Y 2 + P,Y + P3 = 0, where P = (P,, P2, P3) is an M-Pad6 solution of given 
type n. We obtain 
L? (1,0,3) = (c l P,: c E C), P,=(z+l, l,O), P,*F= -$z~+$z~~+ l mm, 
.ii? @,1,3) = (c-P,: CE@), PZ=(O, z-o-1, l), P2*F=;z6+$z7+ l s*, 
2 Kw,4) =(c*P3: CE@), P3=(1,6, z4-2z3+3z2-4z+5), 
P3.F=2+$z7+ .a., 
9 (2,l.l) = ((az+b).P,+c.P,: a, b,cE@). 
Note that the solution sets of type n + e(l), I = 1, 2, 3, n = (0, 0, 3), are all one-dimensional 
with each solution having exact order 6. In contrast, S&r) is three-dimensional. Considering 
P,, P2, P3, only the solution P3 of type (0, 0, 4) has exact degree. I 
In order to avoid multi-dimensional solution sets, Mahler proposed to consider only perfect 
systems. 
Definition 1.4 (perfect systems). The multi-index n is called a perfect point (with respect to 
(F, (z,))), if each nontrivial M-Pad6 solution P of type n has exact order ord P = iI n II- 1. 
The system (F, (z,)) or the corresponding M-Pad6 tabie is called perfect, if each multi-index 
is a perfect point. 
Mahler gave different characterizations of perfect systems !F, (z,)) (cf. [13, Chapter 21). His 
methods also can bc adapted to describe perfect points (cf. [7, Chapter 41, [ll, p.2021). 
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Theorem 1.5 (perfect points). Let n be a multi-index, n # ( - 1, . . . , - 1); then the following 
assertions are equivalent : 
(a) n is a perfect point. 
(b) -E”,=(c-P: cEC} and ord P= Ibzll-1. 
(c) Foreach k{l,..., m) for each M-Pad& solution P, of type n -I- e(l): deg P,,, = n, -I- 1. 
(d) Foreach lE(I,...,m): _EPn+r~l~={c=P~: CEC) and deg P,,=n,+ 1. . 
(e) _EPncotlp -- n-gn,,,,=UX 
Proof. In order to show “(a) = (by’ let P, P’ be M-Pad6 solutions of type n, ord P =: Y = 
11 n II- 1. Then the linear combination Q := P’ - c l P, c = P’[v]/P[v] is a well-defined element 
of -E”, with ord Q > v. Because of (a) we necessarily obtain Q = 0, which shows that P’ is a 
multiple of P. 
Assertion “(cl j (d)’ can be proved analogously, statements “(b) * (c)“, “(d) = (e)” and 
“(e) = (a)” directly follow from the definition of a solution set. q 
As a consequence, for perfect systems for each multi-inde x n the n-solution is uniquely 
defined up to a constant factor and it has exact degree and order: 
_E7n=(c=P,: CE@), ord P,= Ilnlbl, deg P,,=n. (2) 
Moreover, an equivalent characterization can be given which reminds of the well-known 
normality of the Pad6 table 
for all multi-indices n, n’ with n P n': Pn nTnp = (0). \ (3, 
Finally, the condition of being perfect is equivalent o the nonvanishing of a class of determi- 
nants 13, Section 2.11, the so-called multigradients [12]. This leads to the definition of normality 
for Hermite-Pad6 approximation as proposed in [8,15]. 
2. Recurrence relations for perfect systems 
Before discussing some methods nf computing M-Pad6 approximants by recurrence let us 
specie the concept of staircases. A sequence of multi-indices h,) is called a stairca:t;-, if
no = (- 1,. . . , -l)andfor k~f$ 
nk =nk_1 + e(rk) (ascending step) 
or nk =nk_l +e(m,) -e(h,) (descending step), (4) 
where rk, &E{I,... , m}, mk # A, (especially n1 must be the result of an ascending step). As 
an example, let us cclnsider the special case of Pad6 spproximation (m = 2, z, = 0): with the 
ascending staircase induced by rrl = m2 = rTTf = 2, ~~ = 7rTg = - . l = 1 we describe the second 
row nk = (k - 4, 2), k 2 3, of the Pad6 table (also antidiagonals, columns and a pair of 
consecutive diagonals can be characterized by staircases). Ascending staircases have been 
already discussed in [7] (called zigzag) and [ 14,151. 
Different algorithms to compute an M-Pad6 solution pk of type nk, 1 < k < K, on StairCaSeS 
(nk) are known [3,8,12-151. They all are based on the obligatory normality hypothesis that (2) 
holds Lt least for multi-indices lying in an unspecified neighbourhood of the staircase). In 
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order to compare our method with already existing algorithms, a short survey of the methods of 
Paszkowski [14,15] and Mahler [13] is given. 
Paszkowski studied recurrence relations on ascending staircases. His proceeding for Her- 
mite-Pad6 approximation can be easily adapted to M-Pad6 approximation. In [14] (see also [3, 
Section 3.31) an idea of Pad6 was generalized: if for I = 1,. . . , m: nk_ l,l 2 0, then there exists a 
recurrence relation of order m expressing Pn, in terms of Pnk_,,,, . . . , P, _ ,; more exactly: there 
exist numbers YE (l,..., F}, &_,r,$..Z ,&+ (one of them equals one j and ~~_,~+i,...,y~_, 
such that 
cl, = (z -‘Lm- I ).P'+ C Yj'P", P’= C pi’Pn,. I 
j=k-m+l ; = k - IPI 
The coefficients Pj are computed by a linear system derived from the condition deg P’ \( nk - e; 
the yj are obtained successively from the condition ord P,,, ajj, An algorithm based on (5) 
requires a number of @(m - K ‘) arithmetic operations (A01 - if K s=+ m - and a storage of 
@Cm - K). In addition, for each step we have to solve a linear system of dimension m - r + 1 
where almost all coefficients do not vanish. In [15], Paszkowski showed that if in (5) m is 
replaced by a suitable p > m depending on k and on the staircase (n,), then also the 
coefficients pj are calculated by a triangular system. Unfortunately, there exist staircases (e.g., 
m = 3, for k < 3: rk - k, for k > 3: TQ = 1) where the simplification of (5) obtained by avoiding 
linear systems leads to a significant increase in costs (i.e., arithmetic operations and storage). 
Another method for perfect systems of computing M-Pad6 approximants on arbitrary 
staircases was discovered by Mahler [13] (cf. also [7,11]>. Mahler considered systems of 
approximants which are defined as follows: given a multi-index n, Mahler’s system A(n) 
consists of rows A I,. . . , A,, EP”‘, where for I = 1,. . . , m, A, is an M-Pad6 solution of type 
n + e(l) normalized such that the leading coefficient of A,., equals 1. In view of Theorem 1.5, 
for perfect systems or even for perfect points n, Mahler’s system A(n) is uniquely defined. 
Moreover, it can be shown that if there exists an Ah), then n must be a regular point (cf. 13, 
p.2071, [7, p.4381). Note that with A& -e(h)) also the n,-solution Pn, = A, is known. 
Given two multi-indices n and n’ with 11 n’ 11 2 iI n 11, Mahler introduced so-called transfer 
matrices 
Tt$) := A(n’) - (A(n))-’ 9 A(d) = T( z’) 4(n). (6) 
By considering a corresponding approximation problem (German polynomials or simultaneous 
Newton-Pad6 approximation) Mahler proved that T(:‘) is well-defined, having not only rational 
but polynomial entries. Moreover, he gave explicit expressions for 
supposing that the system A(n) and its residuals are given. It should be underlined that these 
formulas together with Ah,) being the m x m identity matrix completely induce an algorithm 
for computing M-Pad6 approximants on arbitrary staircases, assuming a perfect system (F, ( z,,)). 
In order to compare Mahler’s transfer matrices with those given later, both formulas (slightly 
modified) will be given explicitiy (they can be p,, . =led easily by checking the order Jnd the 
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degree of the rows c;f ?‘ii’) l A(n)). We restrict ourselves to m = 1, A = 2, the other cases are 
obtained by reordering of the functions f,. For j, I E { 1,. . . , m}, j # I, let 
Aj.l(Z)=aj,l-z”i+ai.r’z”l-‘+ l *e, A[,Jz) = z”‘+l -I- a’,,,- z”’ -L l l l 
From (2) we obtain aj,l f 0 and Aj[v] # 0, v := 11 n 11. Then 
11 -a1,3 ..* -%?l 
T(nCnP(1))= ; 141’ l :. ::: ; 
. . . . . . 0 
I l 
\o --- . . . 
Z -2, 0 . . . 
-A2[+A,[~] 1 l - . 
X -A3[4/AJVl 0 -- . 
. . . . . . 
-A,[vj/A,[vj 6 .a: 
1 
1 -a’,,, -aI3 l me 
0 1 0’ . . . 
n+e(l)-e(2) . . . . 
. . . \ n 
. . . 
. . . 
\o . . . ..: 0. 
X 
. . . 0 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
. . 0 
0’ 1 
--a,,, 
0 
. . . 
0 
1 
\ 
9 
/ 
z +a,,2 -9.2 
b%.2 0 
-a3,2/a1,2 0 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
1 . . : . . 
. . . 0 . . 
. . . . . . . 
-%,2/a, 2 0 . . . 0 1 . 
(8) 
Example 2.1. The system (F, (2,)) of Example 1.3 is not perfect, but in view of Theorem 1.5, 
n = (0, 0, 3) and n’ = n + e(l) are perfect points, hence A(n) and A(d) are well-defined. We 
obtain 
I 
z+l 1 
A((07 073)) = 0 z+l 
1 6 
0 
1 f 
z4-2z3+3z2-4z+5 
z 0 0 
1 1 0 
8 0 1 
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and 
I 
z2+1 -2 -1 
A((1,0,3))= z+l Zf2 1 . 
8z+9 14 z4-2z3+3z2-4z+5 
On the other hand, n” = (1, 0, 2) is not a perfect point which corresponds to the fact that 
because of a,,3 = 0 the transfer matrix 
T n +e(l)-e(3) 
n 
cannot be computed via (8). 
Remark 2.2 (arithmetic operations, typical operations, computation of residuals). As seen for the 
methods cited above, in most of the recursive algorithms for M-Pad& approximation one only 
has to compute successively linear ccmbinations of the type P3 = P2 - a!. P,, where P ~9~’ 
and cy( z) = c l zi is a monomial. Therefore the number of these typical operations (abbreviated 
as TO), required for each recursive step, gives a measure to estimate the number of A0 
required by such an algorithm. For instance, regarding the methods of Paszkowski 1141 and 
Mahler one has 2m - r TO, 2m - 1 TO and 2m TO, respectively (here we have counted the 
computation of P3 = (z - c) . P,, c E C, as one TO). 
Let us have a closer look at the computation of the residuals P. F. Two possibilities are 
given, they require approximately the same number of AO. 
(a) In view of the typical operation P3 = P2 - Q( . P,, all coefficients P3[v], ord P3 < z, < K, 
can be computed simultaneously by the formula (Leibniz rule) 
v 
(b) The second way is similar to the proceeding of the Trench algorithm [17] for a fast 
inversion of Toeplitz matrices. In fact, a similar formula is used in algorithms for block Toeplitz 
systems (cf. [lo]). 
Note that in (7) only the coefficient P[v] for v = ord P is required. With fr,r,v := 
[zo, q, - - l 9 z,]< zr - f,), we obtain by definition of the residual, 
if for I= l,..., m: P3/(4 = Cbl,-zr, then P,[v] = c &*fi,,,,. , . 
I r 
Equations (9), (10) both simplify for Hermite-Pad6 approximation (i.e., z, = 0) because 
f l,r,v = fr,O,v_ r and [zj, Zj+ 1, . . . , Z,]LY = 0 for j # v - i (which implies P3[ v] = Pz[ v] - c - P,[v - i]>. 
3. The singular case c 
As seen in Example 2.1, for nonperfect systems it might be possible that the algorithms of 
Section 2 are not well-defined, e.g., a zero occurs in the denominator of an entry of a certain 
transfer matrix. We can summarize the algorithms of Section 2 as follows: Paszkowski requires 
the solution sets ,E”,,, k - m <j < k, in order to determine T”,. In contrast, Mahler successively 
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constructs %bases {A ,, . . . , A,,,} of the 9-submodule Y,, n ,, (see Definition 1.2); in view of 
deg A,<n+e(l), with n=n, -e(h), we also obtain the solution set Y&. In this paper, 
Mahler’s proceeding shall be transferred to the singular case. 
We start by giving sufficient conditions on a system Pi,. . . , P, of elements of grn to be a 
base of Yk. The aim of this section is to motivate certain properties of the so-called M-Pad& 
systems computed by the algorithm of Section 4 (cf. Definition 3.5, Algorithm 4.4). We will 
prove that these properties are sufficient to derive representations of ,Epn,, 1 < k < K. More- 
over, our conditions are weaker than those resulting from Mahler’s systems A(n); therefore in 
general our method requires less arithmetical operations. Let us first show why (1) is a rather 
natural condition. 
Lemma 3.1. Condition ( 1) holds = for ail k E N,: Yk + I cY;, , Yk + 1 f 5$. As a consequence, 
for each k and for each generating system P,, . . . , P@ of LYk over 9, there exists a K such that 
P,[k] + 0. 
Proof. Let kH+& k{l,..., m} with f,(z,)#O, w(z)=(z-zzo~~~~(z-zzk_~) and P= 
(0 ,.... o,o,o ,...) 0) (Ith component). Then by Leibniz’ rule we obtain 
P[V] = [z(),..., z,](wfi), P[v] =Ofor u<k, P[k] =fi(zk)#O, 
and therefore P E Yk \9$ + 1. To prove the necessity of ( 1) we can assume without loss of 
generality that zx: is different from zO,. . . , zk_ 1. Let P ~9~ with ord P = k. By definition of 
the divided difference there exists constants co,. . . , c,+ 1, c such that 
k-l 
1 ZO )..., ZJ(P’F) =c.(P-F)(z,) f c c; [z. ,..., Z”](P.F). 
w=o 
Hence P[ k] = c - (Pa P)( zk) # 0, which implies F(z,) f 0. Consequently, (1) holds. Cl 
Theorem 3.2. Let P,, . . . , P, E yk be linearly independent over 9 ( i.e., with respect to coefficients 
from 99. If there exists a multi-index n with 
dct,( P,) + - - - +dct,( Pm) 3 II n II -k, 
then P I, . . . , Pm is a generating system of ykm 
Proof. (iI Let PO be an arbitrary element of grn. We define the Pade’ determinants [3,12,14] Lyj, 
i = 0,. . . , m, by Cyj := ( - 1)’ * det( P~,,)f~~:::::~~,i+j which in fact are polynomials. By expanding 
the zero determinants det( Pi,l)fIi:*-*‘n*“, A = 1,. . . , . ..,m m, with respect to the last column, we 
obtain the identity cyo - PO + . * . +a, m Pm = 0. With a similar argument one can conclude that 
because of the linearly independence of P,, . . . , P, the Pad6 determinant cyo may not vanish. It 
remains to show that if PO Eyk) then cyo is a divisor of a,, . . . , IX,. 
(ii) By definition of the defect and of cyo there exists a permutation o = CC+. . , a,,,) of 
(1 , . . . , ht) such that the degree of a0 can be estimated by 
deg a0 4 deg( P&I . . s Pa,,,m) = de P,,,, + * * * +deg Pm,,l,,R 
< n,+l ( - dcf,( Pu,)) + . . * + (n, + 1 - dct,( P,,)) 
= Ilnll -(dct,(P,) + ... +dct,(P,)) <k. 
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(iii) In the next step let us prove that IY~ has the zeros zo, . . . , zk_ ,, counting multiplicities. 
Then (ii) and the nonvanishing of cyo imply that ao( z) = c(,. (z - ZJ . . * (z - z1 _ J with a 
nonzero constant cg E C. Given ZJ E (0,. . . , k - 1) we choose A with f,<z,) # 0 and define 
P 
hi. 
card{j < V: z. = zv}, the multiplicity of z,. So (;Y~ has a zero z of multiplicity p iff f -a 
By elementary operations, the Ath column of the determinan; fh l a0 can be transfo:mec! 
into (P, OF,..., &, - F)T. Hence the assertion follows from the fact that ord P 2 k > u, i.e., all 
residuals Pj 0 F have a zero z, of multiplicity p. 
(iv) Let Y:= {(.y;P, + - - - +a$&,: ai ES@}, then obviously SPCSP, holds. With a similar 
argument to (iii), for PO ~sl;l also the polynomials cyI,. . . , a,, have the zeros z,, . . . , zk_ ,. 
Therefore P, EY follows from (i), (iii). 0 
Note that by steps (i), (iii) of the above proof also deg cyo >, k holds. Consequently, for each 
multi-index n for each P,, . . . , P,,, E Yk being linearly independent over 9, the sum dct,(P,) 
+ - l - + dct,( P,,,) at most takes the maximal value II n 11 -k. 
For a characterization of the solution set Yn = {Q ESP,,,, ,, _ ,: dct,(Q) > 1) we need a 
technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. With the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, there holds 
for Q := a,P, + - - . +a,&,: dct,(Q) = min {dct,(P) - deg ~j). 
i (11) 
Proof. Let d be the right-hand side of (11). By definition of the defect we get for Q,, QZ ~9’~. 
Ix E9, 
dct,(a . Q,) = dct,(Q,) - deg a and dct,(Q, + Q,) > min(dct,(Q,), dct,,(Q,)), 
and hence dct,( Q) 2 d. In order to prove dct,JQ! < d we may a>sume without loss of generality 
that deg cyI = dct,(P,) - d 2 0 and that for all j with deg arj = dct,JP,) - d the relation 
deg cuj 2 deg (x1 holds. In view of the Euclidean algorithm there exist (Yl,j, ‘Y2.j E9 such that 
‘yi = cu,,j * CY, + a2.j with deg a2.j < min{deg ~1 - 1, deg aj); let Qi := ai,lP, + . * . +~i,,~~&~, i = 
1, 2. By construction we obtain dct,(Q,) 2 d + 1 and LYE * Ql = Q - Q,, hence 
dct,(Q,) 2 deg cyI + min(d + 1, dct,(Q)) b deg CY] + d = dct,(P,). 
Since cy,,, = 1, also Q,, P2, . . . , P,, are linearly independent elements of Yk. From the remark 
after Theorem 3.2 it follows that dct,(Q,) + dct,(P,) + - * - + dct,V,,,) < II n II -k which im- 
plies dct,(P,) 2 dct,,(Q,) and dct,(Q) = d. 0 
Corollary 3.4 (a g-base for the solution set). Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 with 
k = II n II - 1 hold; then 
2gn = (a* ‘P, + - * - +a,,, *P,,: Cuj Ed, deg cyj < dCt,(~)}. 
Note that Theorem 3.2, as well as Corollary 3.4, says nothing about the existenLe of such a 
system PI,..., P,,. This will follow from the construction by the algorithm in the next section. 
The fact that dct,( PJ + - - - + dct,( P,,> = 1 implies that only p terms, 1 < p < m, occur in the 
sum (Y* -P, + . . - +a,,, - P,,, deg ‘xj < dct,(Pj). For Newton-Pad6 approximation (m = 2 and 
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therefore ~1 = 1), this yields the uniqueness of the rational interpolant as well as the represen- 
tation of all solutions of the linearized problem [6]. 
A similar characterization of the M-Pad6 solution set has been given in [4, p.151 based on 
different methods. It was shown in [4] that the 5 can be chosen such that they are minimal 
elements of Sp,, n ,, _ , according to the partial ordering of grn, induced by the relation < on 
the degree vector. This leads to the concept of minima! solutions (cf. Remark 3.7 and [3,4]). 
For the special case of Hermite-Pad6 approximation (2, = 0), the matrix of the correspond- 
ing system of linear homogeneous equations has a block Toepfitz form, with -E”, being its 
kernel. Notice that Corollary 3.4 can be stated equivalently as follows: a base of the kernel 
consistsof shift chains (z”.Pj, z1 -Pj,...,z”l-Pj), S~=dCt,(Pi)- 1, j= l,...,m. Similar results 
for block Toeplitz matrices have been obtained in [lo, p.2001. 
Given a multi-index n and a matrix P consisting of rows P,, . . . , P,n EP’~, we define the 
matrix C = C( P, n) = (c,,) E C”“““’ constituting a kind of highest-degree coefficients by 
cj.1 = coefficient before zi in Pi,*, i = n, + 1 - dct,( Pi), (12) 
if PI + 0 (note that at least one of the numbers cj.1,. . . , cj ,,1 is different from zero) and Cj, = 0 if 
q = 0. From the proof of Theorem 3.2 it is easy to see that P,, . . . , P,,, ~9’~ with dct,! PI) 
-I- - - - + dct,( P,,,) = II n 11 -k are linearly independent over 9 if and only if det C( P, n) z 0, 
more exactly, 
det P=det C(P,n)-(z-z,,)*=.(z-zk_l). 
For instance, with the notations of Example 2.1, n = (0, 0, 3), n’ = (1, 0, 3), we have 
( 
z+l 1 0 
A(n)= 0 z+l 1 , a,(z) = det A(n) = zh, 
1 6 z5 -2z”+3z’-4z+5 1 
1 1 0 
C(A(n), n’) = 0 I 0 , det C(A(n), d) = 1. 
I I 0 0 1 
Hence instead of the linear independence we can also assume that the corresponding matrix 
C( P, n) has triangular form, perhaps after suitable permutation of rows and columns. These 
properties are summarized in the next definition, the so-called M-Pad6 systems are the base of 
the algorithm of Section 4. In the following, T = (TV,. . . , T,J and Q will always denote 
permutations of ( 1, . . . , nz). 
Definition 3.5 (&Wade’ systems, sets Ah; d, S’(n; 6; 7)). Let n be a multi-index and 7 be a 
permutation of (1 , . . . , m). A polynomial matrix B consisting of rows B,, . . . , B,, ~9”’ is called 
an M-P&e’ system (with respect to n, d, if with C( B, n) = (c,. ,) the following conditions hold: 
for j= l:...,m: ord Bj > II n II - 1, (1 ) 3 
dct,( B,) + - - - +dct,(B,,,) = 1, (14) 
for j, I= l,...,m: cj,j z 0; if 7j > ~1, then Cj I= 0. \ , (19 
We will 
(14) 1 is 
use the shorthand notation B = Bf n; 7) EA?(n; d. If on the right-hand side of (1% 
1 replaced by 6 E Z, then B = Bh; 8; d EA%n; S; 7). 
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Instead of (15), it is useful sometimes to prove the equivalent condition (compare [4, Eq. 
(4.311) 
( 
=_ 1, rr 7, = 7, 
forj, 1= l,..., m: leg Bj,+dCt,(Bj)-n, g 1, ifrj<r19  (16) 
< 0, if Tj>T,. 
In addition, the case 7 = (1,. . . , m), which might simplify some proofs, is easily obtained by a 
suitable permutation of functions fi, i.e., by a simultaneous permutation of rows and columns 
of B(n; 7). 
Note that - in contrast to Mahler’s system A(n) - an M-Pad6 system B(n; T) is not 
defined uniquely by (13)-(15) (e.g., the row B, can be multiplied by a nonzero constant). The 
following examples will be used in the sequel, they can be easily verified by some straightfor- 
ward computations. 
Examples 3.6. (a) If I denotes the m X m identity matrix, then for each A E { 1,. . . , m} and for 
each permutation 7: I ~~(e(h) -e; 7). 
(b) For each multi-index n and for each permutation 7: I E&&a; 11 n 11; 7). 
(c) If n is a regular point, then for each permutation r: A(n) E&&z; 0; 7) and with T* = 1: 
A(n) ES?(n + e(h); 7). 
Let us conclude this section by studying the connections between M-Pad6 systems and 
perfect points in the corresponding M-Pad& table. These statements will not be proved 
explicitly, for details see [3]. 
Remark 3.7 (corresponding multi-indices and minimal solutions). Given an M-Pad6 system 
B G??(n; T), the multi-index n’, 11 n’ II = II n II - 1 is defined by 
for I= l,...,m: n;=n,-dct,(B,)=deg B,,,- 1. (17) 
Then, by applying the Euclidean algorithm successively [3, Satz 1.221, we can construct a 
regular m X nz matrix of polynomials T = ((Y~ j), deg cUi,j < dCt,(Bj) - dct,( Bi) (after some 
simultaneous permutations of columns and rows T becomes a triangular matrix with constant 
diagonal entries), such that with A = T - 3, A consisting of rows A,, . . . , A,,, EzP’“, we obtain for 
all j, I = 1,. . . , rn, j P I: 
deg A,,, = n; + 1 and deg Aj,I < min(n, + 1 - dcf,( Bj), n$, 
especially C( A, n’) = I and dct,( Aj) = dCt,( Bj). Hence A equals Mahler’s system A(m’) which 
implies that n’ is a regular point. Moreover, with a suitable permutation U, A 69h; 0). From 
the uniqueness of Ah’) one can conclude that for each j there is no element of cs”,,,,, _ 1 
having a smaller degree than Aj (with respect to the partial ordering). Consequently, the set 
{Aj: dCt,(Aj) > 1) is a g-base of 9n consisting of minimal solutions. 
Because of these special features, n’ is called a corv~ponding Imu!ti-index to n (cf. 13, Section 
4.31). If a distance between n and an element of 9n = {c: 11 c II = II n II - 1 and c is a perfect 
point} is defined by 
d(n, c) = max(O, n1 - c,) +. 9 l l +max(O, n,, - c,~), 
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then the following property has been proved [3, p.2121: 
min(d(n, c): c ~9~) = d(n, n’) = dim(Yn). (W 
4. Recurrence relations for nonperfect systems 
In this section a staircase (Q) in the sense of (4) is fixed. We want to obtain explicit formulas 
to compute by recurrence M-Pad6 systems B(n,; ~3 ~a(n,; ~1, k = 1,. . . , K, with suitable 
permutations 7Ai = (ck.,, . . . , Q,,,,), which in view of Corollary 3.4 induce representations of the 
solution sets Y=,, k = 1,. . . , K. Therefore, similarly to (71, (8) we shall construct transfer 
matrices 
nk-l +e(v,) -e(h,) 
*k-l 
being a product of certain elementary transfer matrices. These factors should contain many 
zero entries which induces a smail number of arithmetic operations. 
Definition 4.1 (generalized trunsfer matrices). Let n, n’ be multi-indices, 7, 7’ be permutations 
of(1 . . . . , ml and 6, 6’ E Z. Given an M-Pad6 system B(n; 6; r) EL&; 6; 7), an m x m matrix 
) with T(z “8 t). B(n; 6; 7) E&Z?@‘; S’; 7’) 
is called a (generalized) trcrnsfer matrix (with respect to B(n; 6; 7)). If S = S’ = 1, we use the 
shorthand notation T(z’ z’ ). 
Note that in view of Definition Z.5 neither B(n; 6; 7) nor a transfer T(i’g’z’) is unique. 
However, we will construct suitable transfer matrices which (beside the specified parameters) 
only depend on the given B( n; 6; ‘~1 and its corresponding residuals Bj - F. Analogously, if we 
state a product identity of the form 
T n” 6” 
( 
7” = T n” 6” 
1 ( 
7” . T/n’ S’ 
1 
7’ 
n s 7 n’ 6’ 7’ 1 \n s 7’ 
then T(“,:’ f :’ $’ ) has to be understood as a lransfer matrix with respect to 
B(+S’; $) := T n’ “8 &) 
( n 7 
-B(n; 6; r). 
As an example of product identities, in view of Example 3.6(c) we can re-express (7) as follows 
(2, c being arbitrary permutations, B( n; 0; 7) = A(n)): 
Let us start by introducing the concept of shifted permutations. 
Definition 4.2 (shifted permutations). Let 7 = (T,, . . . , T,,,) be a permutation, i, j E { 1,. . . , m}. 
The shifted pefrnutcrtion u = (a,, . . . , q,,) := sh; i -+ j) is defined by 
L if 7,=i, 
ror 1’= l,...,in: 
I 
q+ 1, if j<T,<i, 
(2= I 
71 - 1, if i < +rl <j, 
71 else. 
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For instance, let 7, c be permutaticns with T* = 
a=&; m + 1) and r=s(u; 1 
m, a;,=1 and for j#A: ~j=7i+ 1; then 
+ m). The following rules are obvious: 
s(7; i+i)=7, (20) 
s(~;i+i+l)=s(~;i+l+i), (21) 
s(s(~; i + j); j + I) = S(T; i + I). (22) 
Using shifted permutations, similarly to (191, equation (8) can be rewritten as (7, o being 
arbitrary permutations, B(n; 0; 7) = A(n)) 
T n+e(l)-e(2) 0 
( 
(t 
I ( 
T n+e(l)-e(2) 0 Q 
n 0 7= n +e(l) -e(2j 0 S(Ti; 7, + 1) I 
.T n+e(l)-e(2) 0 ~(7; 7r + 1) 
( 0 I 
. 
n 7 (23) 
Now we are able to describe transfer matrices belonging to ascending (n’ = n + e(r)) and 
descending (n’ = n + e(r) - e(A)) steps in the staircase, supposing that B(n; 8; r) is given. The 
particular factors, the resulting algorithm and examples will be given later: 
T nfe(rj S 7’ =T n-l-e(r) 6 7’ _T n S-l 
t 
u 
n s 7 1 ( n S-l u 1 l n 6 u 1 
with a = s(r; r7 + m), r’ = s(o; m 4 1) = s(r; 7, + 1); 
T n+e(7r)-e(h) S 
( 
7’ 
n 6 7 1 
= T ni-e(r)-e(h) ci 7’ .T r&e(r) S-l-1 u’ 
l n i-e(r) S+l 0’ I i n-l-e(r) S-i-1 a I 
(24) 
with 7” =s(r; 7, + m), u =sW; m 4 1) = ~(7; 7, + l), a’= S(U; a, + I), 7’ =~(a’; 1 + ml 
= da; q + m). Though (24), (25) seem to be complicated, they can be easily implemented by 
calling subroutines. Moreover, we will show (cf. Theorem 4.3(c)) that we can drop the first 
factor of (24) and the first and third factor of (25). Let us first discuss transfer matrices 
belonging to shifted permutations (i,e., the third factor of (24) and the second and fourth factor 
of (25)). With i, j, I E { 1,. . . , m}, a:= s(r; i + I) we obtain from (20, (22): s(u; I + I + 1) = 
~(7;i+lfl)ands(u;I-l+Z)=s(7;i+l- 1); hence these transfer matrices can be factor- 
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ized using factors of the same type: 
iq: T n 6 ~(7; i +j) 
n 6 7 
T 
n 6 s(7; i +j) n S s(r;i+i+2) = 
n 6 s(T;i+j-1) n 6 s(7;i+i+l) 
l T 
( 
n 6 s(7; i+i+l) 
n 6 s(7; i-6) 1 ’ 
(26) 
i>j: T 
n 6 s(~;i+j) 
n S 7 
T ( n 6 s(~; i +j) 1 ( n = T S s(7;i+i-2) n S s(T; i+j+l) l -m n 6 s(7;i+i-1) 1 
.T ( n S s(7; i-G-1) n S s(7; i-G) I ’ (27) 
To sum up, with 7;r = m, oh = 1 we have to give explicit formulas for the elementary transfer 
matrices 
T 
( 
n S s(z; i-,i+l) 
n S I 
, 
7 
T ( n-be(r) S+l s(T;m-,l) 3 T n 6 7 1 ( n 6 ~(0; 1 +m) d-e(h) S-I-1 
9 
0 
I (W 
which is done in the next theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 (elementary transfer matrices). Let B = B(n; 6; 7) be an element of AT(n; 6; r), 
ccvzsisting of rows B,, . . . , B,,, ~9’~ and let C(B, n) = (Cj,r) be the corresponding matrix of 
highest-degree coeficients. 
(a) If i E (1,. . . , m - l}, T~ = i, 7” = i + 1 and d = dct,( B,) - dct,( B,), then we can choose 
the m x m identity matrix as a transfer matrix 
T 
( 
n S s(7; i++l) 
n 6 7 1 
= taj,l)~ 
in which four entries are modified as follows: 
if c,,, = 0, 
cY z P-P ( 1 a,“(z) . = 
Ly z ( 1 %.“(Z) 
if c/L,, +O, d > 0, 
\ v.cr . 
9 if c,,, z 0, d < 0. 
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(b) In view of Lemma 3.1 and Tlteorem 3.2 with v := 11 n 11 -S the set {j: Bj[vI # 0) is not 
empty. Therefore we can define d E Z, K E ( 1,. . . , m), by 
d = max(dct,( Bj): Bj[ v] f Oi, 7,“111ax(~j: dCt,(Bj)=d, Bj[v] #O}. 
Then as T(i “; ’ z, we can take the m x m identity matrix, in which the Kth column has to Ue 
replaced by 
WI 4-Svl 4c+s4 -- 
B,[v] y*-*y - B,[v] ’ (z-z”)’ - s,[v] -- 
(for K= 1 compare the matrix on the right-hand side of (7)). 
(c) With 0 = S(T; m + l), uA = 1, we get 
G?(n; S; 7) =A?(n -l-e(h); S + 1; 0). 
Hence the m x m identity matrix is a 
n+e(r) S+l s(7;m+1) 
and a T 
n 6 s(cr; 1 +m) 
n S 7 n-l-e(A) S-U a 
transfer matrix, where r* = m and a,, = 1, respectively. 
Proof. In order to show the given formulas for the transfer matrices T, one only has to check 
degree and order of the entries of P := T - B( n; S; T), consisting of rows P,, . . . , P, ~9”. 
(a) It is easy to see that if c, v = 0, then P Eg(n; S; ~(7; i --) i + 1)); therefore let c,,, # 0. 
By construction, for j f p, v: ~j = Bj. Obviously for j E { 1,. . . , m), ord 5 > II n II -S, and by 
Lemma 3.3 we have 
hence conditions (13), (14) hold for P. Using the definition of Pp, Pv, we get 
deg Pp cc , + dct,( Pp) = np + 1, 
deg Pp+ + dct*( Pp) < deg &, + dct,(P,) = n, + 1, 
and for T! < i: 
< max 1 deg B*,, + dctn( BP), deg B,,, + dct,( B,)} & nl, 
which imp!ies (16). 
(b) Because of the definition of K we have for j Z K, 
dCtn( Bj) < dCt,( B,) or Tj < TV or Bj[ v] = 0. 
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Hence we obtain for P,, . . . , P ,,,, 
= 1. if 7j=7,, 
forj, i= l,...,m: deg c.t + dCtn( Bj) - n, - si,K G 1, if Tj < ~1, 
< 0, if 7i>71, 
(~jn being the Kronecker delta). Consequently, dct,$q) = dCtn(Bj) - Sj K and (14), (16) hold. 
Moreover, by construction we have ord 4 >, 11 n 11 -S + 1, which implies i13) for P. 
(c) The identity L&; S; 7) =&?(n + e(A); S + 1; e) easily follows from the following set of 
inequalities which is equivalent o (16): 
= I, if Uj=Ul, 
forjJ=l,..., M: , deg Bj!+(dct,(Bj)+Sj,A)-(n/+6/,,) ~1, ifq<o~, 
< 0, if oi>O,, 
(note that or ‘Gj iff Tl<Tj,jihorI = h f j, and similarly uf > ~j iff 7l > rj, I # A or j = A # I). 
0 
Wt summarize the initialization Example 3.6(a) and the recursive steps (241, (25) in the 
following algorithm. For ascending and descending steps, the simplification due to Theorem 
4.3(c) is used; moreover, we do not give the entries of all transfer matrices which are defined by 
(261, (27) and Theorem 4.3(a), (b). In addition, the computation of the corresponding residuals 
is not discussed in detail (cf. Remark 2.2). Finally, we restrict ourselves to the most interesting 
case S = 1 as explained in the beginning of this section. 
AIgorithm 4.4. 
Input: m 2 2, (F, (z,)), staircase (n,), conditions (11, (4) hold. 
Initialization: 71 arbitrary permutation, B(n,; 7J= I. 
Recursive step: For k = 2,. . . , K: 
Ascending step: If nk = nk_ 1 + e(?,) (cf. (24)), then 
v=s(T,_,; ~~_~,~,-m , ) 
Tk =+k-,; 7k-j.T, + 1 ) 3 
B(?l,; Tk) = T 
nk-, 0 u nk-l 1 u 
n&l 1 c Itk-l 1 7k l B(nk-,; rk-,)* 1 
Descending step: If nk = n,__ I + t?(n,) - - e(h,) (cf. (25)), then 
+‘=s(7/($ T/,_l,rr I, +m), u=s(T,-,; Tk-l,Tk * 1 
d =s(o; UAk + 1), 7k = s(u; @& + m), 
B(f2,; Tk) = T 
nk__+e(rk) nk-l 1 # 
nk-,+e(Tk) nk-l 1 7k-1 
*B(nk-l; Q-,). 
@%tpUt: For k = 1,. . . , K: B(fl,: Tk). 
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If B(n,; Q) consists of rows Bkql,. . . , Bk,m ES@“, then {B,,j: dct,JB,,j) 3 1) is a g-base of 
Remarks 4.5 (implementation, arithmetic operations). (a) The notion of transfer matrices was 
only used to get a compact form of the algorithm. As already indicated in Remark 2.2, instead 
of multiplication of two polynomial matrices one should successively call a subroutine for 
computing typical operations & = P2 - cu l P, where Pj ~9” and (Y EL@ is a monomial (the 
corresponding choice of a! and P2, PI depends on the elementary transfer matrices as given in 
Theorem 4.3). It is obvious that these typical operations (together with the computation of the 
corresponding residuals) can be implemented very efficiently on parallel or vector processors. 
(b) For a cost analysis, let us count the number of typical operations (TO) required for each 
recursive step. It is easy to see that the transfer matrices (26), (27) belonging to the shifted 
permutation s( T; i + j) imply I i - j I TO. Hence for ascending steps nk = Itk_ , + e(?r,) we 
require at most Ask := h - rk _ I,Tk TO whereas for descending steps nk = It&, + ehk) - 
e(hk) at most DSk ‘= m - Tk_ & + Tk_l,h, TO (if 7k_l,Pk > rk_+) or DSk ‘=m - Tk_I,RA + 
7k- I,& - 1 To cif rk - 1.q < rk - I,$ ) are required. Because of the sample estimations AS, < 2m 
- 1 and DSk d 2m - 2, we obtain a complexity which is at most the same as that of Mahler’s 
algorithm (cf. Remark 2.2), though our method also succeeds in the nonperfect case. 
(c) It can be shown that a typical operation together with the computation of the corre- 
sponding residual as described in (9) can be implemented using at most c. K arithmetic 
operations (c > 0 being independent of the step k). Therefore, roughly speaking, our method is 
an order K 2 algorithm (e.g., the Gaussian algorithm which also succeeds in the nonperfect case 
is an order K3 algorithm). 
(d) To have an idea of AS, and DS,, let us discuss some special staircases. we start by 
considering the ‘worst’ case (only one component increases): 
(dl) If for K < k <K: nk = nk_, + e(v), then ?/(,, = 1, i.e., for K < k < K: ASI, = 2m - 1. 
(d2) If for K<k<K: nk = nk__l + e(r) - e(h), then Tk,x = 1, rk,A = m, i.e., for K < k GK: 
DSk =2m-2. 
In contrast, we obtain a minimal number of TO if (a part of) the staircase describes a cycle (a 
detailed study of cyclic ascending staircases can be found in [3, Section 51): 
(d3) Suppose that (Itk)K_,n < k <K is ascending. If 7rK_,, rK_,+ l,. , . , rK- 1 are distinct and for 
K < k \( K: rk = rk_,,,, then ;,;,,,_., = m, hence for K < k <K: AS, = m (here the transfor- 
mation corresponding to shifted permutations is omitted). 
(d4) Suppose that (n,&,,, ck <K is descending. If v~__~+ i,. . . , T,_,, A are distinct and fm 
K<k<K: rk=rk-.,,+l, A, LA,‘then rk,rr,+, =m - 1, 7k.A = m (or if AK_-m+l, l l . , AK_-], r are 
distinct and for K 4 k G K: A, = hk_++*, rk = T, then ?Ik,r = 1, 7k,Ak+, = 2) and for K < k <K: 
DSk = m (note that cases (d2) and (d4) coincide for m = 2). 
(e) If for 0 \< k <K: nk = (- 1,. . . , - 1, k - 1, - 1,. . . , - 1) (rth component) and if in addi- 
tion nK_ 1 is a regular point (which is equivalent with the nonvanishing of f,(z,,), f,(z,), . . - 
and f,( z,_~)), then in view of Example 3.6(c) for Algorithm 4.4 we can use another initiaba- 
tion: 
rK arbitrary permutation, B(n,; TV) =A(n,_,). 
Here Ah,_ 1) consisting of rows A,, . . . , A,, ~9’~ can be computed as follows: for j, I E 
11 , . . . , m}, j + I z T, we have Aj,,(z) = Si,r, A,,,(z) = (Z -z,) * . . (Z - z,__~) whereas for j Z r, 
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A,._ corresponds to the finite Newton-series of degree K - 2 of (-h/f,), i.e., 
K-2 
This initialization might be of special interest if f, = 1; however, an initialization as described 
in Algorithm 4.4 would lead to the same result B(n,; Q) = Ah,_ 1), k = 1,. . . , K, with Tk as 
specified in Algorithm 4.4. 
Let us shortly discuss how Algorithm 4.4 works, assuming a perfect system (F, (z,)). If 
E(##k; Tk) consists of rows I$&. . .) &,m Eg”, then in view of (14) and Corollary 3.4 there 
must be an &{l,..., m} such that dCt,~Bk,j) = S,,j. IIence, Bk,i is the uniquely defined 
a,-solution (up to a constant factor), and (2), (16) imply that 7k.i = 1. Analogously, with the 
notations of Theorem 4.3(b), d equals 1 and K can be computed from the condition 7K = 1. 
By determining suitable elementary transfer matrices via Theorem 4.3, we have to carry out 
several tests for zero (e.g., c,,,. = O?, q[v] = O?). A wrong decision may lead to incorrect 
representations of some solution sets Tn,, therefore exact arithmetic should be available such 
that tests for zero are unambiguous. This corresponds to the concept of reliability as defined in 
[9, p.361. 
There certainly exist strategies of computing suitable permutations T/, and M-Pad6 systems 
B(n,; 78) E&&k; 7k) which differ from the proceeding as proposed in (24), (25). Nevertheless, 
tliere seems to be no method which can be applied on arbitrary staircases (nk),< k G K giving all 
solution sets pm,, 1 < k < K, and which requires less typical operations. 
If one is only interested in one solution set Yn, there are of course possibilities to obtain 
“faster” methods. As described in Remark 4S(d3) for cyclic ascending staircases, we can drop 
transfer matrices corresponding to shifted permutations. Using the initialization B(n; K; 7) = I, 
K := II n Ii, 7 being an arbitrary permutation (cf. Example 3.6(b)) we can successively compute 
Bh; K-k; d ~@n; K - k; d, k = 1,. . . , K - 1, by Theorem 4.3(b): 
B(n; K-k;T)=T ; ,“,:, :) - -B(n; K-k-i-1; 7). 
Hence with at most m TO for each recursive step we obtain B(n; 1; 7) &%?(n; 7) and 
consequently a representation of -E”, (cf. the Fast Gaussian algorithm [3, Section 51). Similar 
ideas for perfect systems have been discussed by Mahler [13] who beside (7). (8) also 
determined the transfer matrix T(“tfi) explicitly. 
5. An example of quadratic approximation 
Let us continue discussing Examples 1.3 
given in Example 1.3). Because of f,(O) = 1, 
and 2.1, i.e., m = 3, z, = 0 and F =(f2, f, lJT (f 
assumption (1) holds. We will use Algorithm 4.4 to 
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compute M-Pad6 solution sets on the staircase 
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k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
vk / 1 2 3 12 13 3 3 2 2 
-4k / / / / / / / / / / 13 
-1 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
nk -1 -1 0 0 0 11111 2 3 
-1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 3 2 
The results of the algorithm are displayed in Table 1, where II~, Q, the two transfer 
matrices, the M-Pad6 systems B(n,; 7k) consisting of rows Bk,j, dk := (dct,$B, ,), 
dctJ Bk,& dct,JB,,,)) as well as some coefficients of the corresponding residuals are given. 
Note that for the entries of the transfer matrices we distinguish between a zero resulting from 
the algorithm (marked as a) and a zero resulting from the special choice of the system (F, (2,)) 
(marked as 0). 
The computations belonging to the ascending step n, = n, + e(3) (i.e., k = 8, rk = 3) are 
explained in detail: here &_ 1 = (2, 1, 1) =: n, rk_ 1 = (2, 3, 1) =: 7 and (r = S(T; 1 + 3) = 
(1, 2,3): 
B= 
I 
:;t z$ 9), C(B,.)=[; ; i), 
with B ~g(n; T), are given. We first have to compute the transfer matrix belonging to the 
shifted permutation 0 =s(7; 1 + 3) which in view of (26) with u’=s(~; 1 + 2) = (1, 3, 2) is 
factorized into 
Here, for both factors we have applied Theorem 4.3(a) (on the right: p = 3, v = 1, d = - 4, 
C = 0, and on the left: p = 3, u = 2, d = - 3, c,,, = 2, c,,, 
$‘-vPadC system 
= 1). Thus we obtain the auxiliary 
P:=T(; : ;)*B=[ _j& + za_:2Z3]. 
P-F= 
with P E99(n; o), consisting of rows P,, P2, P3. The second transfer matrix which increases 
the order is determined using Theorem 4.3(b). With dct,$P,) = 2, dct,(P,) = 1, dct,(P,) = -2, 
v = 11 n11 - 1 = 6, P,[ V] = - $, PJ V] = 0, P3[ V] = 1, gT1 = 1, a2 = 2, a3 = 3, we get d = 2, K = 1. 
Hence 
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Table 1 
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Results of Algorithm 4.4 applied to the example of Section 5 
*h *P Transfer matrices Bb,; ~1 4 B(~,;T/,)+ 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Z 
1 
-1 
0 
1 
0 
z+l 
Z 
1 
1 
f 
z+l 
z+l 
Z 
1 
z+2 
2z 
z+l 
z+l 
Z2 
1 
z+2 
2z2 
z+l 
z+l 
Z3 
1 
z+2 
2z3 
z+l 
z+l 
Z4 
1 
z+2 
2z4 
z2 + z 
z+l 
--t4+ . . . _ 
Z 
z+2 
.4z3 +4 
z2+2z+l 
z2 + z 
23+ . . . (jZ2+ . . . Z4+... 0 
2z+2 
z2 +2z 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
0 1 
1 0 
Z 0 
0 1 
1 1 
Z2 -1 
0 2 
1 1 
Z3 -2 
0 2 
1 1 
Z4 -2 
0 1 
1 1 
z4-2z3 -1 
1 1 
z 0 
l+ a** 
-1+ . . . 
1 
z+ .‘. 
-_z+ . . . 
2z+ .** 
AZ6 j_ . . . 
--2+ .*. 
z2+ . . . 
-iz6+ . . . 
fz7+ . . . 
z3+ . . . 
-Jz6+ . . . 
iz7+ . . . 
z4+ . . . 
_+fZb+ . . . 
iz7+ . . . 
z5+ . . . 
-iz6+ . . . 
iz7+ . . . 
z6+ . . . 
-iz7+ . . . 
iz7+ . . . 
-&7+ . . . 
L-zl2+ . . . 
izq . . . 
3z8+ ..’ 
iz8+ . . . 
_Az8+ . . . 
3z8+ .** 
-iz8+ . . . 
fz8+ . . . 
3z8+ .** 
0 1 
-1 2 
-1 3 
0 2 
0 1 
-1 3 
0 3 
0 2 
0 1 
1 1 
0 3 
0 2 
1 2 
1 1 
0 3 
2 1 
1 2 
0 3 
2 2 
1 3 
1 1 
2 2 
1 3 
2 1 
2 2 
1 3 
3 1 
1 3 
2 1 
3 2 
1 2 
3 1 
2 3 
/ 
. 
1 
. 
1 
5 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
1 
1 
1 
; 
1 
-1 
* 
. 
1 
0 
/ 
. 
1 
0 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
0 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
0 
1 
. 
. 
0 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
0 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
0 
. 
-2z3 1 
. . 
1 - 
z2 3z2 1 
1 -. 
. 1 - 
. . 1 
. 1 - 
1 -z 0 
0 1 
Z 
1 
-1 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
Z 
0 
4 
1 
. 
. 
. 
1 
-22 
1 
. 
. 
. 
1 
. 
. 
1 
0 
1 
Z 
0 
0 
Z 
0 
0 
Z 
0 
0 
Z 
. 
. 
1 
1 
. 
. 
1 
. 
0 
1 
z2+2z+l 22+2 1 0 
z+l -z2+2 -z+l 1 
_29+ . . . k2+ ..- Z4+ . . . () 
z+l -z2+2 -z+l 1 
0 z3+z2 Z2 1 
_&2+ . . . 29+ . . . Z4+ . . . -1 
and 
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which shows that P’ is an element of 9(n; 0; a) as well as of S?(n,; 1; 7/o, 7/, = s(a; 3 + 1) = 
(2, 3, 1). 
The output of the algorithm, together with Corollary 3.4 leads to representations of all 
M-Pad6 solution sets _E”n,, k = 1, 2,. . . , 11, though the given system is not perfect. As an 
example, we obtain 
-E”n, ==572.1,1, = ((az+b)*B,,,+~*B~,,: a, b,cEC), 
with B,,, =(z+ 1, 1, O), B,,= (z + 1, z + 2, l), which in view of 
coincides with the results of ‘Example 1.3. Moreover, 
B, 2 - B, I = (0, z + 1, 1) , . 
=%o =,E;*,,,,, = (c - (2 + 1, -z2 + 2, -2 + 1): c E C), 
%,I =Yt, .3,2) = (cm (2 + 1, -z2 + 2, -z + 1) +d - (0, z3 +z2, z2): c, d EC). 
Finally, from Theorem 1.5 and Remark 3.7 we can conclude that n4, ns, n6, It,, n,, n,, n,, are 
not perfect points whereas 
RI, n2, n3, (0, 0, I), (0,0,2), ( , 0,3), (1, 0,3), (1, L3), n,,, (0,2,3) 
are perfect points with respect to the given system (F, (z,,)). 
6. An example of Newton-Pad& approximation 
The M-Pad6 approximation problem includes as a special case (m = 2, F = (1, -f )) the 
linearized form of the -ational Hermite interpolation problem, i.e., the approximation in the 
sense of Newton-Pad& Many possibilities to compute such an approximant by recurrence are 
known (see, for example, [2]). Some of them also use ascending staircases in the two-dimen- 
sional solution table and can be re-expressed with the help of the formalism of Section 2, for 
instance the Viscovatov algorithm (Pad6 approximation, z, = 0) and the continued fraction of 
Thiele together with the computation of inverse differences (rational interpolation, z, distinct). 
For both algorithms we have to assume a normal solution table, but generalizations for the 
singular case are also known: the generalized Viscovatov algorithm [2, p.1301 and Werner’s 
modification of the Thiele fraction by reordering some interpolation points [20] (compare also 
the modified Thacher-Tukey algorithm [2]). In [l], Werner’s method has been extended to 
handle Newton-Pad& approximation. In addition, an algorithm of Van Bare1 and Bultheel does 
not need the reordering of interpolation points [18], in fact it is similar to the method of 
Section 4 if we take a cyclic ascending staircase (cf. Remark 4S(d3)). 
The algorithms mentioned above all are based on cyclic ascending staircases, i.e., on 
simultaneous increasing of the degrees of numerator and denominator. On the other hand, the 
Kronecker algorithm together with its Euclidean modification for singular cases [2] computes 
approximants on antidiagonals of the Newton-Pad6 table which can be described using cyclic 
descending staircases. It was shown in Remark 4S(d4) that Algorithm 4.4 together with 
initialization Remark 4.5(e), applied on these special staircases, gives a similar melhod which 
has the same complexity as the Kronecker algorithm. 
If one is interested in a sequence of approximants on arbitrary staircases (e.g., rows or 
columns of the Newton-Pad6 table), it is possible to apply successively the Hermite-Frobenius 
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identities of [ 191. Also the algorithms of [ 14,151, which as a special case (m = 2) compute Pade 
approximants, can be modified in order to compute Newton-Pad6 approximants (at least on 
ascending staircases), but for these methods we need the normality hypothesis (3). To sum up, 
AIgorithm 4.4 for m = 2 provides a new reliable possibility of computing Newton-Pad6 
approximants on wWxwy staircases. 
ExampIe 6.1 (rational interpolation). Let us consider the second row of the Newton-Pad6 table, 
i.e.. 
k<3: n,=(-1,k-I), rr,=2, k&4: nk =(k-4,2), m,=l. 
We take the function 
z’+22 
f(z)= *+ 1 +z(z’- l)(zZ-4)(z’-9) 
and the interpolation knots zZ1,_ I = Y, zzv = -u, i.e., the second term of f vanishes for 
&.. . * z,. In order to interpolate also poles of f, let 
f,(z) =z+l, fA4 = -f(z) l fdz). 
Then (1) holds. Corollary 3.4 implies that each M-Pad6 solution P = (P,, Pz> of a given type it 
leads to the same rational function R = PI/P2, therefore R is the uniquely defined solution of 
the rational interpolation problem. 
It should be stressed that some authors speak of an insoluble rational interpolation problem 
if unattainable points occur (i.e., common zeros of P,, Pz out of the sequence of knots). 
However, also a test for unattainable points can be easily implemented such that our algorithm 
also recognizes and rejects these insoluble problems. 
In this paper, we will not present the whole computations of Section 4 belonging to Example 
6.1. As explained in Remark 3.7, a lot of information on Bk.l, Bk,, and on a representation of 
pm, can be derived from n;, the corresponding multi-index of nk. which here takes the form 
for kEN, !=1,2: n;.I=nk,,-dct,l(Bk,,). 
In the diagram of Table 2, we have displayed the nonperfect points (marked as “sqnares”) in 
the M-Pad6 table of this example (range n 1 G 12, n2 d 4). The nonperfect points in the range 
2gn,<4, 1 G n, G 3 result from the first term of f, PfinL = (z 2 + 22, z + l), whereas the 
nonperfect points for n 1 >, 8, n, 2 1 are induced by the exact solution Pexact = ( -f 2, f J = (z 2 + 
22 + (z + lJz(z’ - l)(z2 - 4)(z2 - 9), z + 1). The symbols “asterisk” and “rhombus” have 
been used t0 describe the finite sequences (nki, G k G ,5 and (ni), G k d ,5, reSpeCtiVdy (note that 
iha, II = k, 11 ni 11 = k - 1). 
0ne can see that n; always is a perfect point (compare Remark 3.7). In addition, in view of 
(nk ), the sequence (ni) describes the shortest “derivation” with this property, as stated in (18). 
Finally, from the algorithm we obtain 
B 6.1 = B,., = B&2 = Pfiw ’ 
B (z 9.2 = - zn) * Pfirst , B,,,2 = (Z - z,)( z - z9) * Pfirst (unattainable points), 
B 12.1 = 43.1 = 44.2 =.45,2 = P,,,,, 9 
which coincides with the results displayed in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Newton-Padd table for Example 6.1 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, a simple, efficient and reliable method was derived for computing M-Pad6 
approximants on arbitrary staircases (n,), G k G K consisting of ascending or descending steps. 
We have shown that our method - in contrast to already existing algorithms - can also be 
applied to nonperfect systems, giving representations of all M-Pad6 solutions of type nk, 
1<k<K. 
A cost analysis was provided showing that the proposed method has a complexity which is at 
most the same as that of an algorithm of Mahler (@(m - K’) arithmetic operations and 
6’(m - K) storage). Moreover, we were able to improve the efficiency for some special staircases 
like cyclic ascending or cyclic descending staircases. By discussing particular cases, we pointed 
out that our method generalizes different reliable algorithms for Pad6 and Newton-Pad6 
approximation. 
Recently, another method for Hermite-Pad6 approximation was proposed [5] which com- 
putes approximants only on cyclic ascending staircases requiring @‘Cm - K 2, arithmetic opera- 
tions for perfect systems. The authors also derived a “singular rule” for nonperfect systems by 
applying the classical Gaussian algorithm to a suitable subproblem which might lead to a 
significant increase in costs (@(K “)). On the other hand, by using partial pivoting this method 
could be numerically more stable if exact arithmetic is not available. Note that for our more 
general method we have no additional costs for nonperfect systems. Therefore it might be 
interesting to combine both concepts in order to obtain an efficient and stable method (for the 
special case of cyclic ascending staircases and distinct knots see [3, pp. 25Off.l). 
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